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First-principles investigation of phase stability in LixCoO2
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In this work, the phase diagram of LixCoO2 is calculated from first principles forx ranging from 0 to 1. Our
calculations indicate that there is a tendency for Li ordering atx5

1
2 in agreement with experiment@J. N.

Reimers and J. R. Dahn, J. Electrochem. Soc.139, 2091~1992!#. At low Li concentration, we find that a staged
compound is stable in which the Li ions selectively segregate to every other Li plane leaving the remaining Li
planes vacant. We do not find the two-phase region observed at high Li concentration and speculate that this
two-phase region is caused by the metal-insulator transition that occurs at concentrations slightly belowx
51. @S0163-1829~98!06529-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Li xCoO2 has served as an archetypal cathode materia
secondary Li batteries ever since the discovery by M
zushimaet al.1 that Li can be reversibly removed from an
reinserted into LixCoO2. The layered form of LiCoO2, which
has rhombohedral symmetry and belongs to the space g
R3̄m, is ideally suited to accommodate large changes in
concentration. This crystal structure consists of close-pac
oxygen layers stacked in anABC sequence with Co and L
ions residing in octahedral sites in alternating layers betw
the oxygen planes.2 Figure 1 illustrates the crystal structu
of the layered form of LiCoO2. As the Li concentration is
changed in LixCoO2, vacancies are created or annihilat
within the Li planes.

Li xCoO2 exhibits many of the essential properties r
quired of a reliable cathode material. The voltage of LixCoO2

with respect to metallic lithium is sufficiently high to gua
antee a high-energy density though not too high to ca
electrolyte breakdown. Furthermore, LixCoO2 undergoes
only small structural changes as it is deintercalated to a
concentration of approximately 0.3. When the variations
Li concentration are limited betweenx50.5 and 1.0, the in-
tercalation reaction is perfectly reversible giving rise to b
teries with exemplary cyclability.

In addition to its favorable electrochemical propertie
Li xCoO2 also exhibits a variety of phase transformations t
are typical of many intercalation compounds. Reim
and Dahn,3 for example, observed that the Li ions order
rows at 1

2 Li concentration. They carefully measured the s
bility region of this ordered phase and determined its ord
disorder transition temperature to be about 60 °C. Anot
transformation of an electronic nature occurs at high Li c
centration. LiCoO2 is a semiconductor4 while LixCoO2 at
concentrations belowx50.75 is metallic,5 implying that a
metal-insulator transition occurs at intermediate Li conc
tration. Curiously, superimposed on this metal-insulator tr
sition is a two-phase coexistence region between crysta
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~6!/2975~13!/$15.00
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graphically identical host structures. At room temperatu
this two-phase coexistence region is found to exist betw
the Li concentrations ofx50.75 and 0.93.1,6 At dilute Li
concentrations, transformations of yet another type oc
involving structural changes of the layered host. As the
concentration is brought below aboutx50.21, the layered
crystal structure of Fig. 1 is observed to undergo a ph
transformation in which the lattice parameters chan
significantly.6,7 The phase to which the host transforms h
not been identified. Recently, Amatucci, Tarascon, a
Klein7 have shown that LixCoO2 can be completely and re

FIG. 1. The crystal structure of the layered form of LiCoO2. The
oxygen ions form close-packed planes stacked in anABCABCse-
quence, and the cobalt and lithium ions occupy alternating layer
octahedral sites. The shaded plane will be referred to in Fig. 5
2975 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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versibly deintercalated to form CoO2. They found that in the
CoO2 phase, the different O-Co-O slabs, held together
van der Waals forces, are shuffled with respect to each o
such that the close-packed oxygen layers have anABAB
stacking sequence as opposed to theABCABCsequence of
LiCoO2.

7

The spectrum of phase-transformation phenomena
Li xCoO2 makes this material ideally suited for a fundamen
study of the nature and thermodynamic driving forces
phase transformations in transition-metal-oxide intercala
compounds. For applications in a rechargeable battery, p
transformations as a function of Li concentration are un
sirable as they are often accompanied by irreversibilities
large volume changes. An understanding of the origins
these phase transformations can therefore be valuable in
design of new cathode materials. First-principles investi
tions are proving to be an invaluable tool in this respect.8–17

Phase stability is best represented in a phase diagram
maps the thermodynamically stable phases as a functio
temperature and Li concentration. The main ingredient in
construction of a phase diagram is the free energy of
phases competing for stability. Much progress has b
made over the past 15 years in the first-principles calcula
of free energies and prediction of ordering in systems w
substitutional degrees of freedom. Typically, such calcu
tions involve a combination of accurate first-principles tot
energy calculations and statistical-mechanics techniq
~e.g., the cluster variation method or Monte Carlo tec
niques! to obtain finite-temperature thermodynamic prop
ties. The bridge between total-energy calculations a
statistical-mechanics techniques lies in the cluster expan
formalism that enables an accurate and rapid extrapolatio
the total energy of any configuration from the first-principl
energy values of a relatively small number
configurations.9,16,18

In this paper, we investigate the phase diagram of
layered form of LixCoO2 from first principles. In Sec. II, the
cluster expansion formalism and its application to fir
principles calculations is described. In Sec. III, we pres
the results of our investigation of the LixCoO2 system. In this
section, we first describe three different host structu
whose relative stability we investigated as a function of
concentration and temperature~Sec. III A!. In Sec. III B and
III C, we present the results of ourab initio pseudopotentia
calculations for different Li vacancy arrangements with
Li xCoO2. These results were used to construct cluster exp
sions to describe the configurational energy of different
vacancy arrangements~Sec. III D!. In Sec. IV, the calculated
Li xCoO2 phase diagram is presented. This section is
lowed by a discussion of the results.

II. METHOD

The determination of the relative stability of differe
phases at finite temperature must be done by a compariso
their free energies. Statistical mechanics tells us how a m
roscopic thermodynamic property such as the free energy
be determined from the detailed microscopic interactions
tween the atoms of a solid. The link lies in the partitio
function Z of the solid, which is defined as
y
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expS 2Es

kBT D , ~1!

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant,T is the absolute tem-
perature, andEs is the energy of a states in which the solid
can reside. The summation in Eq.~1! extends over all pos-
sible statess corresponding to different configurational stat
~e.g., different Li and vacancy arrangements!, vibrational
states, electronic states, etc. The free energy is related to
partition function according to

F52kBT ln~Z!. ~2!

In most first-principles investigations of solids with config
rational degrees of freedom,9,11,16,19,20the effect of vibra-
tional and electronic excitations are neglected. The inclus
of these degrees of freedom generally leads to only qua
tative improvements in order-disorder transitio
temperatures.21 In this work, we neglect the electronic an
vibrational degrees of freedom and consider only the con
butions to the free energy of the configurational degrees
freedom associated with Li and vacancy distributions with
different CoO2 hosts. The sum in Eq.~1! is then over the
different configurational states only.

In systems with configurational degrees of freedom, it
convenient to describe properties that depend on config
tion, such as the configurational energy, with acluster
expansion.8,9,11,22 To construct a cluster expansion for L
configurations within a particular CoO2 host, we assign an
occupation variables i to each possible Li sitei, which takes
the value11 if Li resides at that site and21 if a vacancy is
at that site. It has been shown that the dependence
any property on configuration can be exactly expand
in terms of polynomialswa of these discrete occupation var
abless i .22 wa is defined as a product of occupation va
abless i ,s j ,...,sk , where the indicesi , j ,...,k correspond to
a collection of sites that form a clustera, such as a pair
cluster, a triplet cluster, etc. A cluster expansion of the
ergy, for example, takes the form

E5V01(
a

Vawa , ~3!

where the sum in Eq.~3! extends over all possible clusters
sitesa. V0 and the coefficientsVa are called effective cluste
interactions~ECI! and have a constant value. The ECI a
merely expansion coefficients describing the dependenc
the energy of the crystal on the Li-vacancy configuratio
and are not to be confused with interaction potentials co
monly used in oxides. In practice, the ECI (Va) converge to
zero as the size or distance between the points of the clu
a increase. Equation~3! can therefore be truncated afte
some maximal cluster. It is important to note that the Li io
do not have to reside exactly at the lattice sitesi in order for
a cluster expansion to be applicable. Relaxations are allo
within the cluster expansion formalism and both relaxatio
of the Li ions and of the CoO2 host are implicitly accounted
for in the numerical values of the ECI. All that is required f
a cluster expansion to be applicable is that there exis
one-to-one correspondence between the relaxed Li ions
the sitesi to which an occupation variables i is assigned.
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The values of the ECI for a particular system must
determined with an accurate first-principles method. Ty
cally this occurs by calculating the energy of a series
configurations ~e.g., different Li-vacancy arrangemen
within a particular host! using a first-principles method an
then fitting a truncated form of Eq.~3! to the values of these
energies. The fit to the first-principles energies can be p
formed with either a least-squares procedure23 or a more
elaborate method based on linear programming technique24

Once an accurate cluster expansion has been constructe
total energy of any Li-vacancy arrangement can be cal
lated rapidly. This makes it possible to calculate finit
temperature thermodynamic properties using statistic
mechanics techniques such as Monte Carlo simulations.25

III. RESULTS

A. Host structures

To investigate phase stability with the cluster expans
method, we must consider the set of host structures that
likely to be stable as a function of Li concentration and te
perature. In this work, we considered three host structu
These are illustrated in Fig. 2. In this figure, the vertices
the octahedra schematically represent the oxygen sites
coordinate the Co ions at the center of these octahedra.
Li ions reside in octahedral sites between the O-Co-O sla
For each host, a representative oxygen octahedra surro
ing a Li site is drawn in Fig. 2. The first host structure is t

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the three host structures O
O1, andH1-3. The vertices of the octahedra correspond to oxyg
ions. The uppercase letters describe the stacking sequence o
close-packed oxygen layers in each host. Depending on the
structure, the oxygen octahedra surrounding the Li sites share e
with the oxygen ions surrounding the Co ions~i.e., the O3 host! or
they share faces~i.e., the O1 host!. In theH1-3 host, oxygen octa-
hedra around the Li sites of every other plane between O-C
slabs share edges with the octahedra surrounding Co ions as i
while in the remaining planes these octahedra share faces as in
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layered form of LiCoO2, conventionally called O3,26 which
has an ABC oxygen stacking. This structure is observed
be stable experimentally for Li concentrations betweenx
50.3 and 1.0.3,6,7 This is the same structure as illustrated
Fig. 1. The second host in Fig. 2, referred to as O1, has
ABAB oxygen stacking. This structure is observed to
more stable than the O3 host when LixCoO2 is completely
deintercalated7 ~i.e., x50!. First-principles calculations with
the linearized augmented plane wave method~LAPW! have
supported this experimental finding27 by predicting that
CoO2 in the O1 structure has a lower energy than O3
about 50 meV perBCoO2 formula unit, whereB represents
a Li vacancy.27 The stability of the O1 host seems to b
restricted only to zero Li concentration. Both experimen
and first-principles evidence suggest that the O1 host is
stable when Li is inserted in CoO2: Amatucci, Tarascon, and
Klein7 observed that the O1 host immediately reverts back
the O3 host upon Li intercalation into CoO2. Furthermore,
LAPW calculations have shown that the O1 form of LiCoO2

is less stable than O3 by 150 meV per formula unit.27 This
indicates that the Li ions prefer the octahedral sites of O3
those of O1. The reason for this preference can be attribu
to a lower electrostatic energy of Li in O3 as compared
that of Li in O1. In the O3 host, the oxygen octahedra s
rounding Li sites share edges with the octahedra surroun
the Co sites, whereas in the O1 host, they share faces.
electrostatic repulsion between the Li and Co ions is gre
in the latter case.

The third host structure that we considered has feature
both O3 and O1. In this hybrid host, which we will refer
as H1-3, every other plane between O-Co-O slabs has
environment identical to that of O3 whereas the remain
planes have an environment identical to that of O1. Since
described above, Li prefers the octahedral sites of O3
those of O1, we assumed that inH1-3, the Li ions only
occupy those alternating planes with an O3 environment
view of this assumed distribution of Li ions between t
O-Co-O slabs, this hybrid host structure can be thought o
a stage-II compound similar to that observed in graphite
tercalation compounds.28 Since Li intercalates only into ev
ery other plane between O-Co-O slabs ofH1-3, the maxi-
mum Li concentration that can be obtained in this host ix
5 1

2 in Li xCoO2. The crystallographic details and the x-ra
powder-diffraction patterns of this phase have been p
lished elsewhere.29 Similarly to O3,H1-3 at the stoichiom-
etries CoO2 and Li1/2CoO2 also belongs to theR3̄m space
group. The unit cell ofH1-3 in the hexagonal setting has th
samea lattice vector as O3; however, it has ac lattice vector
that is twice as large as that of O3.

In all hosts, we assumed that the Co ions do not migr
to the Li planes when Li vacancies are introduced the
Unlike for the layered form of LixNiO2 Ref. 30 there is to
our knowledge no experimental evidence suggesting that
ions leave the Co planes to reside in vacant Li sites. Furth
more, a first-principles investigation of Co and Li ordering
LiCoO2 and of Co and vacancy ordering in CoO2 Refs. 27
and 31 indicated that there is no thermodynamic driv
force for intermixing of Co and Li. In this work, we inves
tigate the energetics and thermodynamics resulting from
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degrees of freedom associated with Li-vacancy rearran
ment over the octahedral sites in the Li planes of the O3
H1-3 hosts.

The three host structures O3, O1, andH1-3 are very
similar to each other in that the O-Co-O slabs consist
edge-sharing CoO6 octahedra. The only difference betwee
them is in the way in which the O-Co-O slabs are related
each other across the Li planes. Each of these host struc
can be derived from the other by a simple gliding of t
O-Co-O slabs with respect to each other adjacent to an em
Li plane. For example, the O3 host can be transformed to
H1-3 host by gliding the O-Co-O slabs adjacent to ev
other Li plane, whereas O1 can be obtained from O3
gliding the O-Co-O slabs adjacent to every Li plane. The
types of glides are likely to have small activation barrie
when the Li planes are empty. This means that, if there
thermodynamic driving force, these glide transformatio
will likely occur at ambient temperatures. Along with the O
and O1 hosts that are observed experimentally, theH1-3
host is therefore a reasonable candidate structure that ca
expected during a typical deintercalation and intercalat
cycle at room temperature.

B. Formation energies

The construction of a cluster expansion that reflects
configurational energy of a system requires accurate fi
principles total-energy calculations as input. In this work,
used theVIENNA ab initio simulation package~VASP! to
perform first-principles total-energy calculations f
Li xCoO2.

32,33 VASP numerically solves the Kohn-Sha
equations within the local-density approximation using ult
soft pseudopotentials34,35 and a plane-wave basis set. Deta
of the VASP pseudopotential code can be found in Refs
and 33.

We calculated the total energy of~i! 44 different Li-
vacancy arrangements in the O3 host for concentrat
ranging fromx50 to 1, including CoO2 and LiCoO2, ~ii !
five different Li-vacancy arrangements in theH1-3 host for

FIG. 3. The formation energies as calculated with the pseu
potential method of~i! 44 different Li-vacancy arrangements with
the O3 host~open circles!, ~ii ! five different Li-vacancy arrange
ments within theH1-3 ~filled diamonds!, and~iii ! CoO2 in the O1
host ~filled triangle!.
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concentrations ranging fromx50 to 1
2 , and~iii ! CoO2 in the

O1 host. The formation energies of the different Li-vacan
configurations are plotted in Fig. 3. We define the format
energy for a given Li-vacancy arrangement with composit
x in Li xCoO2 as

D fE5E2xELiCoO2
2~12x!ECoO2

, ~4!

where E is the total energy of the configuration pe
Li xB12xCoO2 formula unit,ELiCoO2

is the energy of LiCoO2
in the O3 host, andECoO2

is the energy of CoO2 in the O3
host. We consider formation energy as opposed to total
ergy because it is the relevant quantity for the study of ph
stability. The formation energy of a given structure LixCoO2
as defined in Eq.~4! reflects the relative stability of tha
structure with respect to phase separation into a fractionx of
LiCoO2 and a fraction (12x) of CoO2.

To calculate the total energies, we used ultras
pseudopotentials34,35 which allow for a moderately low-
energy cutoff for the plane wave basis set expansion.
oxygen, we used a pseudopotential with a core radius of 1
a.u. while for Li and Co we used the core radii of 2.6 a
2.46, respectively. Partial core corrections41 were imple-
mented to treat the nonlinear dependence of the excha
correlation functional.

In all the total-energy calculations, a plane-wave basis
cutoff energy of 600 eV was used. This value was found
be more than sufficient to ensure a converged plane-w
basis set. The exchange and correlation functio
implemented in the calculations was that of Ceperley a
Alder36 as parametrized by Perdew and Zunger.37 k-space
sampling was performed with the method of Monkhorst a
Pack.38 The ionic positions and the lattice parameters of ea
structure were relaxed with the conjugate gradient met
using forces and stresses. During relaxation, partial oc
pancy at the Fermi level was treated with the method
Methfessel and Paxton.39 After relaxation was achieved, th
energies of the optimized geometries were recalculated,
time performingk-space integrations using the linear tetrah
dron method including corrections according to Blo¨chl,
Jepsen, and Andersen.40 Convergence tests of the energ
with respect to thek-space grid were performed for sever
Li-vacancy configurations in the O3 host with supercells t
are representative for the remaining Li-B configurations con-
sidered in this work. We found that for thek-point grids used
in these supercells, the total energies were converge
within 5 meV per formula unit of LixB12xCoO2. To deter-
mine whether spin polarization is important in LixCoO2, we
performed spin-polarized calculations for several Li-vacan
configurations within the O3 host. We found that spin pol
ization does not affect the total energy of LiCoO2 and low-
ers the energy of CoO2 in the O3 host by only 11 meV pe
formula unit. We determined that the effect of spin polariz
tion on the formation energies is negligible, producing
change of at most 3 meV per LixB12xCoO2 formula unit.
All total-energy calculations used in this work are therefo
nonmagnetic.

The formation energies of all structures in Fig. 3 are ne
tive, indicating that LixCoO2 is stable with respect to phas
separation into a fractionx of LiCoO2 and a fraction (1

o-
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2x) of CoO2 within the O3 host. This means that for suffi
ciently low temperatures, we can expect that at a partic
Li concentrationx, the stable phase will either be a stoichi
metric compound in which Li and vacancies are ordered o
superlattice, or a mixture of ordered stoichiometric co
pounds. At higher temperature, these ordered compound
expected to transform to the disordered state, assuming
the host on which the Li ions order is still stable with resp
to other host structures. In Fig. 3, we have drawn the con
hull connecting the structures with the lowest formation e
ergies to indicate which of the structures are the most st
among the those whose energies were calculated with
pseudopotential method.

Several important features about LixCoO2 can be deduced
from the formation energies as calculated with the pseu
potential method. Figure 3 shows, in agreement w
experiment,7 that at zero Li concentration the O1 host
more stable than the O3 host. The difference in energy
tween O1 and O3 is 40 meV per LixB12xCoO2 formula unit.
This result is in good agreement with previous fir
principles calculations using the LAPW method which fou
a value of 50 meV.27 Approximately halfway between th
formation energies of O1 and O3 lies the formation ene
of the H1-3 host atx50. This is a plausible result sinc
every other empty plane between O-Co-O slabs in theH1-3
host has an O3 environment, while the remaining em
planes have an O1 environment. It implies that the inter
tion between adjacent O-Co-O slabs is fairly short rang
and that the energy ofH1-3 atx50 could be approximated
as the weighted average of the energies of O1 and O3
addition, the calculated equilibriumc-lattice parameter of
H1-3 ~converted to the setting of the O3 host! is 12.23 Å,
which is roughly the average of the calculatedc-lattice pa-
rameter of O3 of 12.39 Å and that of O1~also converted to
the setting of the O3 host! of 11.99 Å. In Fig. 3 it can be see
that atx50.1666, the Li-vacancy arrangement in theH1-3
host lies on the convex hull. This structure is more sta
than the two other Li-vacancy arrangements considered
the O3 host at that concentration. Furthermore, the fact th
lies on the convex hull means that it is more stable tha
two-phase mixture ~with overall Li concentration x
50.1666! of any two other ordered Li-vacancy arrang
ments. As will be shown in the next sections, this res
indicates that theH1-3 host will appear as a stable phase
the phase diagram. Figure 3 also clearly indicates that th
is a tendency for Li ordering within the O3 host atx5 1

2 .
Among the 44 different Li-vacancy configurations cons

ered, the lowest-energy configuration atx5 1
2 has an in-plane

Li ordering as illustrated in Fig. 4~a!. In this configuration,
the Li ions are ordered in rows separated by rows of vac
cies. This in-plane Li ordering is the same as that propo
by Reimers and Dahn3 based on their electrochemical andin
situ x-ray powder-diffraction measurements. They deduc
this type of Li ordering by noticing that the~104! peak of the
O3 host~which has rhombohedral symmetry! splits into two
peaks with an intensity ratio of 1:2. Reimers and Dahn3 ar-
gued that this splitting can be explained by assuming that
host changes from a rhombohedral to a monoclinic sym
try whereby the basal plane of the monoclinic structure~con-
taining thea andb lattice vectors! is a two-dimensional su
percell of the basal plane of the rhombohedral O3 host in
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hexagonal setting. This is illustrated in Fig. 4~a!. This still
leaves several crystallographically distinct ways to stack
plane Li-vacancy arrangements along thec direction. Figure
4 also indicates which stacking results in the lowest ener
This is illustrated by projecting the Li-vacancy ordering
two adjacent Li planes along a direction perpendicular to
Li planes.

Almost degenerate, but slightly higher in energy with t
Li-vacancy ordering of Fig. 4~a! is another structure with the
arrangement as illustrated in Fig. 4~b!. In this configuration,
the Li ions are ordered in a zigzag arrangement. The pseu
potential calculations predict that the formation energy
this structure is approximately 1 meV per LixB12xCoO2 for-
mula unit higher than that of Fig. 4~a!. This difference in
energy is too small to be resolved with currently availab
numerical methods. Therefore, we cannot unequivocally
duce from our first-principles calculations which of the tw
Li-vacancy configurations is the ground state. We calcula
the x-ray powder-diffraction patterns of the fully relaxed c
ordinates of the structures with the Li-vacancy configuratio
depicted in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. The powder-diffraction pat-
tern of the configuration of Fig. 4~a! exhibits the~104! peak
splitting observed experimentally.3 The diffraction pattern of
the configuration of Fig. 4~b! does not exhibit this peak split
ting. This suggests that the structure of Fig. 4~a! is indeed the
stable state atx5 1

2 .

C. Charge transfer and screening

One salient feature about the formation energies in Fig
is that they do not vary strongly with different Li-vacanc
configurations at each Li concentration. Previous pseudo
tential calculations13,14 have shown that Li in LiCoO2 is
completely ionized. The Li1 ions are therefore expected t
strongly interact electrostatically. Generally, the variation

FIG. 4. Two Li-vacancy arrangements at concentrationx5
1
2 in

Li xCoO2 whose formation energies are very low. The triangu
lattice denotes the Li sites within a Li plane of the O3 host. T
filled circles correspond to Li ions ordered on the triangular latti
A given in-plane ordered arrangement of Li ions can be stacke
different ways among the different Li planes. The unfilled circl
designate the projection perpendicular to the Li plane of the p
tions of the Li ions in the adjacent Li plane.
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the energy with configuration is large in systems
which the substitutional components are ionized.16,42 This
does not occur in LixCoO2 because the Li ions are strong
screened by the local oxygen environment. Contrary to w
is often assumed, previous first-principles calculations13,14

have indicated that a large fraction of the electron donated
the Li ion to the CoO2 host is not transferred to Co~thus
changing the valence of Co from Co41 to Co31 according to
a conventional chemistry point of view! but is transferred to
oxygen. By integrating the charge within spheres around
oxygen ions, it was found13,14 that about 50% of the valenc
charge from Li is transferred to oxygen. This transferr
charge to the oxygen ions effectively screens the strong e
trostatic interaction expected between positively charged
ions.

The effect of Li intercalation on the electron density c
be seen in a plot of the difference of the electron densi

FIG. 5. ~a! The positive part of the difference between the ele
tronic density of Li1/4CoO2 and CoO2 in the O3 host. Dark regions
designate regions of high electron density. The large white cir
designate the oxygen sites while the small white circles desig
the cobalt sites~the circles designating these sites have been su
imposed on the charge difference plot!. The lithium ions reside at
the center of the sets of four oxygen ions with increased elec
density.~b! The negative part of the electronic density differen
between Li1/4CoO2 and CoO2 in the O3 host. Dark areas signif
regions of electron density depletion. The very large white circ
correspond to occupied Li, the intermediate size circles corresp
to oxygen sites, and the small circles correspond to Co sites.
crystallographic plane in these figures correspond to the sha
plane illustrated in Fig. 1.
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before and after Li addition. Figure 5 shows a charge diff
ence plot between LixCoO2 at x50.25 and CoO2 both in the
O3 host. For the purpose of this calculation, the lattice
rameters and the positions of O and Co were taken to be
same in the two structures such that the charge dens
could be subtracted point by point. The resulting differen
shows how the electron distribution changes when Li
added to the host, and in particular where the electron of
added Li resides within the host. Figure 5~a! shows the posi-
tive part of the charge difference, and therefore indicates
regions in which there is an accumulation of charge up
addition of Li. Figure 5~b! shows the negative part of th
charge difference, showing regions in which the electr
density is depleted as a result of Li addition. Note that sin
x50.25 in LixCoO2, only 1

4 of the Li sites are occupied. Th
crystallographic plane shown in Fig. 5 corresponds to
shaded plane illustrated in Fig. 1. This plane cuts through
Co, and O ions.

Figure 5 clearly shows that although the Li ions are io
ized, the electron transfer from Li to the host is very loc
There is a significant increase in the electron density at
oxygen sites immediately surrounding the Li ions. The ac
mulation of electron density at these oxygen sites has a
tribution that resembles that of polarized atomicp orbitals.
From Fig. 5, it is clear that the local charge transfer from
to its neighboring oxygen ions forms an almost spheri
electron cloud that locally screens the positive charge of
ionized Li ion. This local charge transfer from Li to th
neighboring oxygen ions is representative of that occurr
in the other structures investigated with the pseudopoten
method and explains why the energy does not vary stron
as the Li-vacancy arrangement is changed at fixed Li c
centration.

Figures 5~a! and 5~b! illustrate that there is a significan
redistribution of charge around the Co ions as Li is added
the host. Figure 5~a! shows that there is an accumulation
charge density in lobes pointing in directions between
oxygen ions. This increase in charge on Co is the resul
the electron addition to thet2g bands as Li is added to th
host@within the local-density approximation, these bands
partially filled in CoO2 ~Ref. 13!#. The t2g bands in
transition-metal oxides in which the transition metal resid
in an octahedral environment result from thedxy , dxz , and
dyz atomic orbitals of the transition metal that point aw
from the oxygen ions. Figure 5~b! shows that there is also
significant depletion in electron density around the Co io
closest to the Li ions. This depletion results from a change
the polarization of thes bonds between the oxygen ions an
Co. In an octahedral oxygen environment, thedz2 anddx22y2

atomic orbitals of Co directly overlap with thepx , py , and
pz orbitals of oxygen, thus forming bondingeg

b bands and
antibondingeg* bands~the eg* bands are commonly referre
to as simply theeg bands and lie above thet2g bands in
Li xCoO2!. For strongly ionic crystals, theeg* band is prima-
rily of metal d character, while theeg

b is composed mainly of
oxygenp states. The charge depletion in Fig. 5~b! occurs in
regions that resemble the charge distribution of adx22y2

atomic orbital~i.e., lobes pointing toward the oxygen ions!.
Within the local-density approximation, theeg* bands of
Li xCoO2 are empty for allx, and hence this charge depletio
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implies that a change in the nature of theeg
b bond between

Co and O is occurring. It indicates that as Li is added, t
bond becomes more polarized with more electron den
accumulating at the oxygen ion. In effect, Li addition
CoO2 makes the host more ionic in nature.

In Fig. 6, we plot as a function of Li concentration th
average net charge on the oxygen ions for the 44 struct
having different Li-vacancy arrangements within the O
host. As can be seen from Fig. 6, the average net charg
oxygen increases almost linearly with Li concentration fro
a value of 20.9 at zero Li concentration to21.20 in
LiCoO2. For each of the 44 structures, the charge aro
each of the oxygen ions was calculated by integrating
electron density within a sphere of radiusr centered at the
different oxygen sites. A constant sphere radiusr was chosen
for each structure and the oxygen charges in Fig. 6 are a
ages over all the oxygen ions of a given structure with
particular Li-vacancy arrangement. The radiusr for each of
the 44 structures was set equal to1

2 the equilibrium distance
between nearest-neighbor oxygen ions of the close pac
oxygen planes. For a representative subset of the 44 s
tures, we determined that these values forr are approxi-
mately equal to the radius that minimizes the quan
Dq/DV whereDq is the increase in the electron density a
DV is the change in the sphere volume resuting from
incremental increase of the sphere radius. These valuesr
can, therefore, be regarded as an estimate of the oxyge
dius within each structure. The values forr varied almost
linearly with Li concentration betweenr51.21 Å atx50 to
r51.25 Å atx51. The change inr with Li concentration is
indicative of oxygen breathing observed in some io
oxides.18 It may be argued that the increase in integra
charge with Li concentration is a result of using a larg
sphere radius at higher Li concentration. To determ
whether or not this is the case, we calculated the cha
density in structures with five different Li concentrations~x
50, 1

4 , 1
2 , 3

4 , and 1! in which the cell parameters and pos
tions of the oxygen and Co ions were all kept identical.
this case, the effect of oxygen breathing is eliminated and
can use a fixed sphere radiusr at all Li concentrations. Simi-
larly to Fig. 6, the average oxygen charge varied linea

FIG. 6. Integrated valence charge of the oxygen ions in the
structures within the O3 host with different Li-vacancy arrang
ments. This charge is the excess charge on oxygen with respe
the neutral oxygen ion.
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between20.97 atx50 to 21.25 atx51. We emphasize tha
the oxygen charges in Fig. 6 are averages taken over al
oxygen ions within a given structure. Within some stru
tures, the variation of the charge on the different oxygen io
is large, and this variation is a result of the local char
transfer of electrons from Li to its neighboring oxygen io
as illustrated in Fig. 5. The above results show that
charge on the oxygen ions is not fixed as the Li-vacan
configuration and/or Li concentration is changed. As will
discussed in Sec. IV, the increase of the average charg
the oxygen ions with Li concentration explains the variati
of the c-lattice parameter in LixCoO2 as a function of Li
concentration.

D. Cluster expansions and Monte Carlo simulations

To study phase stability at finite temperature, we need
construct a separate cluster expansion of the formation
ergy for each different host structure. Because of the la
number of calculations involved in each cluster expansi
we did not construct a cluster expansion for the O1 h
since, as described in Sec. III A, it is stable only at ve
dilute Li concentrations. In our calculations of the LixCoO2
phase diagram O1 will therefore be treated as a line co
pound atx50 and its free energy will be set equal to i
energy.

A cluster expansion for the O3 host structure was c
structed by applying an inversion method based on lin
programming techniques24 to the formation energies of 36 o
the 44 different Li-vacancy configurations within the O3 ho
plotted in Fig. 3. The resulting cluster expansion contains
terms, including 12 pairs and 5 triplets. These clusters
illustrated in Fig. 7. The values of the ECI are plotted in F
8~a! and are also listed in Table I. The ECI of Fig. 8~a!
correspond to clusters that connect sites within the sam
plane and sites between adjacent Li planes. The root-m
square~rms! difference between the 36 formation energy v
ues used in the inversion method and the corresponding
ues as calculated with the cluster expansion is less tha
meV. For the remaining eight Li-vacancy configurations n
included in the inversion, the rms difference between th
energies as calculated with the pseudopotential method
as predicted by the cluster expansion is 8 meV. This in
cates that the cluster expansion for the O3 host has predic
capabilities. As can be seen from Fig. 8~a!, the values of the
ECI converge to zero as the number of sites or the separa
between the sites in the cluster increases. The ECI co

4
-
to

FIG. 7. Schematic illustration of the clusters used in the clus
expansions. The triangular lattice denotes the Li sites within
single Li plane, while the unfilled circles denote the projection
the Li sites of an adjacent Li plane. The points belonging to
particular cluster are connected by dark lines.
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sponding to the first-nearest neighbor in plane pair cluste
the largest, its value being at least three times larger than
other ECI.

As was pointed out in the previous section, the format
energy of the experimentally observed Li-vacancy grou
state ordering@Fig. 4~a!# at x5 1

2 is practically degenerate
with that of the configuration of Fig. 4~b!. The cluster expan-
sion plotted in Fig. 8~a! for the O3 host predicts that th
ground-state configuration of Fig. 4~a! is more stable than
the configuration of Fig. 4~b! by 5 meV. Although this dif-
ference is slightly larger than the difference calculated w
the pseudopotential method, it is still smaller than the m
mum numerical error expected from the pseudopoten
method.

A second cluster expansion was constructed for theH1-3
host. This cluster expansion contains five terms. It was
tained by fitting the ECI to the formation energies of the fi
different Li-vacancy configurations withinH1-3 plotted in
Fig. 3. The ECI of this cluster expansion correspond to cl
ters within the same Li plane. Their values are illustrated
Fig. 8~b! and listed in Table II. Since occupied Li planes
the H1-3 host are further apart than in the O3 host, E
corresponding to clusters connecting different Li planes h
been neglected.

Both cluster expansions of the formation energy of the
and H1-3 hosts were implemented in Monte Carlo simu
tions in the grand canonical ensemble. To study the ther
dynamics of Li and vacancy ordering in the O3 host, we u
a Monte Carlo cell containing 3888 unit cells where ea
primitive unit cell corresponds to a LixB12xCoO2 formula

FIG. 8. Values of the ECI for~a! the O3 host and~b! theH1-3
host. Refer to Fig. 7 for an identification of the cluster correspo
ing to each effective cluster interaction.
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unit. For theH1-3 host, the Monte Carlo simulations we
performed on a two-dimensional lattice, since the cluster
pansion for this host only has ECI corresponding to clust
within the occupied Li planes. The Monte Carlo cell for th
H1-3 host contained 900 primitive unit cells. At each tem
perature and chemical potential, 2000 Monte Carlo pas
per lattice site were performed after which sampling o

-

TABLE I. ECI of the cluster expansion for the formation ene
gies of the O3 host~second column! and of the cluster expansio
for the c-lattice parameter for the O3 host~third column!. Refer to
Fig. 7 for an illustration of the clusters used in the cluster exp
sions.

Cluster type
Va ECI
~meV!

ca ECI
~Å!

Empty clusterV0 2175.25 13.767

Point cluster 26.83 0.175

In-plane pairs

First 29.00 20.078

Second 7.34 20.034

Third 6.23 20.054

Fourth 0.39 20.016

Fifth 20.41 20.025

Sixth 20.61 20.008

Interplane pairs

First 5.24 0.023

Second 5.84 20.012

Third 0.57 20.010

Fourth 0.22 20.008

Fifth 3.26 20.016

Sixth 0.10 0.002

Triplet clusters

1 23.38 0.067

2 2.27 0.004

3 3.53 20.006

4 21.00 0.002

5 20.38 0.020

TABLE II. ECI of the cluster expansion for the formation ene
gies of the H1-3 host~second column! and of the cluster expansio
for thec-lattice parameter for the H1-3 host~third column!. Refer to
Fig. 7 for an illustration of the clusters used in the cluster exp
sions.

Cluster type
Va ECI
~meV!

ca ECI
~Å!

Empty cluster (V0) 2125.54 12.843
Point cluster 238.75 0.248

In-plane pairs
First 22.42 20.091

Second 20.89 20.004

Triplet cluster
1 0.28 0.040
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curred over 4000 Monte Carlo passes. To investigate
relative stability between the O1 host, the O3 host, and
H1-3 host, we calculated the free energies of the latter
host structures as a function of Li concentration. These
energies were obtained by integrating the chemical poten
obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations. The integrat
bounds were from zero Li concentration~where the free en-
ergy equals the ground-state energy! to the desired concen
tration x.

For both the O3 and theH1-3 host structures, we als
cluster expanded thec-lattice parameters of the different L
vacancy configurations whose geometries were optimi
with the VASP pseudopotential code. A cluster expansion
the c-lattice parameter takes the form

c5c01(
a

cawa ,

wherec0 andca are constant expansion coefficients andwa
are polynomials in terms of occupation variables as
scribed in Sec. II. For each Li-vacancy configuration, t
equilibrium lattice parameters were converted to the hexa
nal parameters of the O3 host. For both host structures,
cluster expansions of thec-lattice parameters contained th
same clusters as used in the cluster expansion of the fo
tion energies. The root-mean-square difference between
c-lattice parameters determined from the pseudopoten
calculations and those as calculated with the resulting clu
expansion is 0.5% of the averagec-lattice parameter of the
O3 host. The values of the expansion coefficientsc0 andca
for both the O3 andH1-3 hosts are listed in Tables I and I
respectively. These cluster expansions were used to d
mine the equilibrium lattice parameter as a function of
concentration.

IV. PHASE DIAGRAM

The calculated equilibrium phase diagram of LixCoO2 is
presented in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the O3 host is
dicted to be stable for Li concentrations abovex50.3. For Li
concentrations abovex50.6, the Li ions and vacancies re
main disordered within the O3 host even below room te
perature. Figure 9 also indicates that whenx50 in LixCoO2

FIG. 9. The calculated LixCoO2 phase diagram. The insets sho
the in-plane Li ordering predicted to be stable atx5

1
2 and 1

3 .
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the O1 host is the stable structure. Atx5 1
2 , in agreement

with the experimental observations of Reimers and Dah3

we find that the Li ions order into rows alternated by rows
vacancies~see inset in Fig. 9!. The order-disorder transition
temperature of this phase is about 160 °C, which is 100
higher than the experimentally measured value.3 This over-
prediction is typical of most first-principles phase diagra
calculations within the local-density approximation. Th
stacking sequence of the in-plane-ordered Li arrangemen
this phase is illustrated in Fig. 4~a!. At x5 1

3 , the Li ions
order in an arrangement in which the Li ions are spaced
far apart as possible. This ordered arrangement is illustra
in the inset in Fig. 9. The order-disorder transition tempe
ture of this phase is about 80 °C. This ordered phase is
observed experimentally. However, in view of the expec
overestimation of the order-disorder transition temperatur
the local-density approximation, the true transition tempe
ture is likely around or below room temperature. This m
explain why it has not been observed experimentally.

For Li concentrations within a concentration interval
0.05–0.10 centered atx50.15, we find that theH1-3 host is
more stable than both O1 and O3. In-plane Li ordering
predicted in the occupied Li planes of theH1-3 host atx
5 1

6 . The in-plane ordered arrangement is the same as
in-plane ordered arrangement predicted atx5 1

3 within the
O3 host and illustrated in the inset of Fig. 9. The ordered
arrangement within theH1-3 host is calculated to disorder a
130 °C through a second-order phase transition. It may
argued that the cluster expansion for theH1-3 host cannot
be considered to be very accurate as it contains a relati
small number of ECI~i.e., five terms in the cluster expan
sion! and was constructed using a small amount of structu
~i.e., formation energy values corresponding to five differe
Li-vacancy arrangements within theH1-3 host!. To assess
the accuracy, on the one hand, of the predicted stab
range ofH1-3 and, on the other, of the order-disorder tra
sition temperature withinH1-3, we investigated how sma
perturbations~not larger than 10 meV per formula unit! to
the energies of the five structures used in the constructio
the ECI forH1-3 affect these two properties. We found th
while the stability range ofH1-3 with respect to O3 and O1
only changes negligibly, the order-disorder transition te
perature does change much~of the order of 150 °C!. Due to
the uncertainty of the temperature at which the in-plane
ordering atx5 1

6 disorders within theH1-3 host, we have
omitted it from the phase diagram of Fig. 9.

Experimentally, Ohzuku and Ueda6 and Amatucci, Taras-
con, and Klein7 observed that during deintercalation, the O
host undergoes a transformation to a new phase belox
50.21 that is stable as a single phase atx50.148, but they
did not identify this phase. The predicted stability of th
H1-3 host aroundx50.15 is consistent with this experimen
tal finding. We compared calculated x-ray powde
diffraction patterns of theH1-3 phase with those observe
experimentally7 aroundx50.15, and found that they agre
well qualitatively. A detailed comparison of the calculate
and experimental diffraction patterns at low Li concent
tions has been published elsewhere.29 In view of this agree-
ment, we believe, therefore, that the experimentally obser
phase transformation belowx50.21 is to theH1-3 host.
This structure can be considered a stage-II compound.
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Figure 10 compares the calculatedc-lattice parameters
with that observed experimentally7 as a function of Li con-
centration. Thec-lattice parameters were calculated in t
Monte Carlo simulations using the cluster expansions of
c-lattice parameters for the O3 andH1-3 hosts. Since the
calculated order-disorder transition temperatures of the
dered phases atx5 1

2 and 1
3 within O3 are overpredicted, we

calculated thec-lattice parameters at 130 °C~calculation
temperature!. This temperature is between the order-disor
transition temperatures of thex5 1

2 phase and thex5 1
3 phase

and therefore properties calculated at this temperature wi
most comparable with those measured experimentally
room temperature. We have plotted thec-lattice parameters
of the O3 andH1-3 hosts over the range of Li concentr
tions for which these hosts can exist. This implies that
c-lattice parameters are also plotted for Li concentration
which these hosts are predicted to be metastable. This
ables us to more clearly identify trends.

The calculatedc-lattice parameter of the O3 host is sy
tematically predicted to be smaller than the experiment
observed value by approximately 4%. This is a direct res
of the local-density approximation that is known to und
predict equilibrium lattice parameters. Despite the system
underprediction, the qualitative agreement between the
culated and measuredc-lattice parameter is remarkable. A
Li is removed from the O3 host, thec-lattice parameter ini-

FIG. 10. Comparison between~a! calculated and~b! experimen-
tal ~taken from Ref. 7! c-lattice parameter as a function of Li con
centration~values are in Å!. The calculatedc-lattice parameters are
also illustrated in the regions where the O3 andH1-3 hosts are
metastable~dashed lines!.
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tially increases going through a maximum slightly belowx
50.5 and then decreases as the Li concentration is lowe
further.

V. DISCUSSION

Many features of the calculated phase diagram in Fig
agree with experiment. Our first-principles calculations a
previous ones27 predict O1 to be more stable than O3 at ze
Li concentration. The first-principles results described
Sec. III B, and the cluster expansion derived from these fi
principle results, result in Li ordering atx5 1

2 within the O3
host. Furthermore, we have been able to identify a new ph
at x50.15, of which the calculated diffraction patterns29

agree qualitatively with the experimental patterns at t
concentration.7 Even the evolution of structural features su
as thec-lattice parameter with Li concentration are qualit
tively well reproduced~Fig. 10!. Despite this agreement be
tween calculated properties and experiment, there is one
jor disagreement at high Li concentration. As can be s
from Fig. 9, we do not find a two-phase coexistence reg
betweenx50.75 and 0.93 as is observed experimentally.3,6,7

This implies that this two-phase region is unlikely to be t
result of an ordering reaction since we do not find any t
dency for Li ordering above room temperature forx.0.6.
We argue that the lack of agreement in this region of
phase diagram is a direct failure of the local-density appro
mation. While LiCoO2 is an insulator,4 substantial delithia-
tion leads to metallic conductivity. We believe that th
metal-to-insulator transition is responsible for the observ
two-phase region. Recent experimental results by Tukam
and West43 provide evidence for the electronic nature of th
transition. By substituting a dilute fraction of the Co31 ions
of LiCoO2 by Mg21 ions they found that Mg doping make
LiCoO2 metallic without inducing any structural changes
the host. In parallel with this, they found that in the M
doped samples, the two-phase region is absent.

Experimentally, LiCoO2 is observed to be a semicondu
tor in which the Co ions are in a low spi
configuration.4,5 Since the Co ions reside in an octahed
oxygen environment, thed levels of Co split into threet2g
bands and twoeg bands as a result of the ligand field pr
duced by the negative oxygen ions. In an octahedral envir
ment, thet2g bands have a lower energy than theeg bands. In
low-spin LiCoO2, the t2g bands are completely filled with
the six valence electrons of Co~i.e., Co31!, while the eg
bands are empty. The experimentally measured gap betw
the t2g andeg bands is 2.7 eV.4 First-principles calculations
in the independent electron approach such as those
formed in the local-density approximation,13,44 qualitatively
reproduce this electronic picture for LiCoO2, although with a
smaller band gap.

As Li is removed from LiCoO2, an electron hole is cre
ated in the uppert2g valence bands. When the Li concentr
tion is belowx50.75 in LixCoO2, there are presumably suf
ficient electron holes to allow for a high level of screenin
At these Li concentrations, metallic behavior in which t
electronic states are delocalized is therefore expected. Th
indeed observed experimentally.5 This picture is also quali-
tatively reproduced by our first-principles total-energy calc
lations, where we find that LixCoO2 has partially filled va-
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lence bands upon Li removal from LiCoO2. For Li
concentrations betweenx51 and x50.75, an insulator-to-
metal transition must therefore exist. At very dilute electro
hole concentrations, the holes are likely to be unscreene
at least very poorly screened, causing them to remain lo
ized. In this regime, electron correlations are important a
first-principles investigations in the independent electron
proximation, such as those performed in the local-den
approximation, are likely to break down. To correctly stu
strongly correlated electronic systems it is necessary to re
to many-body theories that are currently intractable for s
tems with large unit cells. Our cluster expansion based on
local-density approximation is, therefore, not accurate to
scribe the thermodynamics for Li concentrations above
metal-insulator transition. This cluster expansion was c
structed by fitting to formation energy values in which t
holes in thet2g bands are predicted to be delocalized. F
concentrations well below the metal-insulator transition t
is valid and accurate results can be expected. However
cluster expansion will predict incorrect energetics
Li xCoO2 for Li concentrations above the metal-insulat
transition since it will describe the system in this regime a
the electronic states are delocalized. Recent unrestri
Hartree-Fock calculations performed on Li-doped NiO ha
demonstrated that there can be a large energy gain whe
electron hole goes form a delocalized state to a locali
state.45 This energy gain can be supplemented further b
local relaxation of the crystal in the vicinity of the localize
hole.45 Another effect for Li concentrations above the met
insulator transition is the extra configurational entropy as
ciated with the localized holes. The electronic contributio
to the free energy are, therefore, very different depending
whether the holes are localized or delocalized and the dif
ences are both of an energetic and entropic nature. Both
tropic and energetic effects are expected to lower the
energy of insulating LixCoO2. If this effect is strong enough
to break the convexity of the free energy with Li concent
tion, a two-phase region between a metallic phase an
semiconducting phase will result.

It may be contended that the failure to predict the tw
phase region betweenx50.75 and 0.93 is not a failure o
LDA, but results from the fact that the cluster expansion
the O3 host was not parametrized well in that region of co
position. The structure with largestx ~besides LiCoO2) is at
Li 0.833CoO2. This concentration is in the middle of the e
perimentally observed two-phase region. Therefore, if ph
separation is to be predicted betweenx50.75 and 0.93, the
energetics of structures atx50.833 should indicate a ten
dency for phase separation. Nevertheless, as can be se
Fig. 3, the formation energy of the structure atx50.833 as
predicted by LDA lies on the convex hull, a result whic
indicates a strong tendency for mixing.

Although the independent-electron approach in the loc
density approximation seems to be inadequate for the s
of Li xCoO2 for x in the vicinity of the metal-insulator tran
sition, it is a powerful tool to help understand and predict
properties of LixCoO2 away from the metal-insulator trans
tion. For example, it is clearly capable in predicting the ev
lution of thec-lattice parameter as a function of Li conce
tration. An interesting feature about LixCoO2 is that thec-
lattice parameter~Fig. 10! of the O3 host is observed to g
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through a maximum at approximatelyx50.5.6,7 The cause
for the initial increase in thec-lattice parameter as Li is re
moved from LiCoO2 is intuitively clear. As Li is removed,
the screening between the negatively charged oxygen pl
is reduced resulting in an increased electrostatic repuls
between the oxygen ions facing each other across empt
sites. Further removal of Li belowx50.5, however, results
in a decrease in thec-lattice parameter. Since the screeni
effect of the positively charged Li ions is much lower at lo
Li concentrations, one would expect that the structure co
not even keep its structural integrity because of the str
electrostatic repulsion between negatively charged oxy
ions. Nevertheless, both experimental observations and
calculations show that this does not take place, but surp
ingly that thec-lattice parameter contracts. The reason
this can be attributed to a decrease in the average charg
the oxygen ions as the Li concentration is decreased.
shown in Fig. 6, the pseudopotential calculations predict t
the average net charge on the oxygen ions decreases as
concentration is reduced. As a result, the electrostatic re
sion between the oxygen ions is lower at these concen
tions. This effect in combination with the physical absen
of Li ions that otherwise occupy a certain volume within t
host structure results in the contraction of the host along
c axis at low Li concentrations.

Another remarkable feature of LixCoO2 is that the order-
disorder transition temperature of thex5 1

2 ordered phase is
measured to be only slightly above room temperature, wh
is relatively low in comparison to other oxide systems. A
though our calculations~see Fig. 9! based on the local-
density approximation overpredicts this transition tempe
ture by 100 °C the predicted transition temperature of 160
is still quite low. The origin of this result can be traced to t
large electron transfer from Li to oxygen described in S
III C. As was indicated, the charge transfer from Li to th
host is very local, and this local charge screens much of
positive charge on the Li ion thereby significantly reduci
the effective interactions between Li1 ions.

The occurrence of staging in layered intercalation co
pounds is not uncommon. It has been observed in transit
metal dichalcogenides46,47 and is ubiquitous in graphite in

FIG. 11. The free energies at 30 °C of O3 andH1-3 as a func-
tion of Li concentration. Also illustrated is the energy of CoO2 in
the O1 host.
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tercalation compounds.28 It is therefore not surprising tha
our first-principles calculations indicate that theH1-3 host,
which can be considered a stage-II compound, is more st
than the O3 host at low Li concentration. In fact, as no
above, a comparison of the calculated x-ray powd
diffraction patterns of theH1-3 host with those measure
experimentally7 at low Li concentration is in good qualitativ
agreement.29 The stability of theH1-3 host relative to the
O3 host at low Li concentration can be understood by
specting the free energies ofH1-3 and O3 as a function o
Li concentration at constant temperature. At dilute Li co
centrations, the interaction between different Li ions is sm
As a result, the free energy of both host structures depe
primarily on the Li concentration with only a minor depe
dence on the interactions between Li ions. The free ener
as a function of Li concentration of O3 andH1-3 are there-
fore more or less parallel at low Li concentration. This c
be seen in Fig. 11, which illustrates the calculated fr
energy curves of O3 andH1-3 as a function of Li concen
tration at room temperature. TheH1-3 host, however, is
more stable than O3 atx50 as a result of the shuffle of th
O-Co-O slabs adjacent to every other empty Li layer
H1-3. This relative stability persists for as long as the t
free-energy curves are parallel. As the Li concentration
creases, however, the Li planes ofH1-3 saturate sooner tha
those of O3 since the former has only half the available
planes. At these concentrations, the free energy ofH1-3
becomes more sensitive to interactions between Li ions t
that of O3. The free-energy curves are no longer parallel,
od

ys
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ci.
le
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r-
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-
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ds
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d

at one point the free energy ofH1-3 crosses that of O3
making the latter phase more stable.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work we have performed a first-principles inves
gation of the LixCoO2 phase diagram. Our results indica
that first-principles investigations can give practical inform
tion and insights about the thermodynamic and phase sta
ity properties of transition-metal oxide intercalation com
pounds. We find that atx5 1

2 , the Li ions order, in agreemen
with the observations of Reimers and Dahn.3 We do not
find the two-phase region observed experimentally at high
concentration3,6,7 and attribute this to the metal-insulato
transition around that composition. At 15% Li concentratio
we identify a stage-II compound to be stable.
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